plan of wishes
checklist

You can make a Plan of Wishes with us at any time and at no cost.
Use this checklist of the main considerations to have a chat with your loved ones and jot down your preferences. Then give us a call.
We’ll take your notes and prepare a formal Plan of Wishes for you to keep with your important papers. We keep a copy too and you can
update it as many times as you like.
1.

Would you like to be buried or cremated?

Buried

2.

For burials, where would this ideally be?

Existing family plot
Purchased ground

Privately owned
Natural site

3.

For cremation, which crematorium would you choose?

4.

Would you like your ashes:

Stored
Scattered
Made into jewellery

Made into fireworks

5.

Which coffin would you like?

Wood
Willow
Wicker
Cardboard
Personalised with a design, colours or photography

6.

Have you any instructions for clothing, jewellery, or viewing?

7.

What transport options do you want?

8.

Would you like us to pass particular landmarks and provide transport
for family?

9.

What sort of funeral service would you like?

10.

Do you have someone in mind to take the service and are there roles for
other people?

11.

Would you like any specific readings, poems, photography,
or other tributes?

12.

Would you like any specific hymns or music to be played or performed?

13.

Do you have any instructions for digital tributes, presentations or printed
Orders of Service including photographs?

14.

Would you like flowers and if so, what kind and do you have
colours in mind?

15.

Are you planning a newspaper notice and if so, where should it appear
and what information is required?

16.

Do you have instructions for afterwards: catering and a preferred venue?

17.

Would you like there to be a collection for a specific charity?

18.

Is there funding set aside for the funeral?

19.

Will you want a new memorial or is there a family stone where a new
inscription is required?

20.

Are there any other special wishes you’d like your family and friends to be
aware of?

Hearse

Cremated

Motorbike

Tractor

Other

Traditional
Contemporary
Formal
Informal
Religious
Non-religious
An unattended event

Yes

No

Please send us your notes or call to make an appointment and we will create your free Plan of Wishes with extra copies if required.
Registered office: Oakvale Funeral Home | 106 Whitehouse Loan, Edinburgh EH9 1BD
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